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information

INFORMATION 
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Purpose: Provide 
and exchange data, 
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Purpose:  Provide 
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Public Involvement Spectrum:
A Range of Possible Processes



EPA’s Model of Public Involvement and 
Collaboration Options

Less Interaction                                      More Interaction

OUTREACH

Purpose: To provide 
information

Types:

Website
Fact Sheet

Phone Hot Line
Federal Register Notice

Press Release

INFORMATION 
EXCHANGE

Purpose: To provide & exchange 
data, opinions and options

Types:

Meetings with individuals
Public Meeting

Workshop
Listening Session

Availability Session

RECOMMENDATIONS

Purpose: To obtain useful & 
influential advice or comments

Types:

Advisory Committee
Scoping Session
Policy Dialogue

Task Force
Joint Fact-Finding

AGREEMENTS

Purpose: To reach workable
agreement or settlement

Types:

Statement of Principles
Negotiated Rulemaking

Consensus Permit
Settlement Agreement
(consent decree/order)

STAKEHOLDER
ACTION

Purpose: To empower 
Stakeholders to take action

Types:

Industry Sector Initiative
Voluntary Program

Community Action for a         
Renewed Environment 
Sustainability Forum

Formal
Collaboration

Opportunity for a Collaborative Approach

Government Decision Stakeholder
Decision

PROMISE: We will keep you 
informed

PROMISE: We will listen, 
acknowledge your

concerns & aspirations, & provide
feedback on how your input 

Influenced our decision

PROMISE: We will take your 
advise or comments into 
account when making a 

decision

PROMISE: We will work in 
good faith to reach an 

understanding that we all 
can support & we will 

implement it as agreed

PROMISE: We will support 
your decision & assist in 
your implementation of it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is a graphic that shows the range of involvement across the full range of EPA’s public involvement and collaborative activities -- from none/one way communication through empowering stakeholders to take action when we are not the decision maker.  Anywhere along the spectrum, there are opportunities to be collaborative.   As you move to the right, there’s an increase inInteractions with and among stakeholdersInformation available to allCommitment to actionParticipant satisfaction with processCreative optionsThis graphic –  evolved from combining the International Association for public Participation Spectrum – a standard reference in this field – with EPA’s Public Involvement Policy, conflict management and collaborative problem solving work.



Outreach
• One-way transfer of information from 

EPA to the public as a whole

• Provides transparency about data, 
options, schedules and decisions

• Increases stakeholder knowledge of EPA 
programs and issues

• Reduces misinformation and 
misunderstanding

• Complies with legal notice requirements

• Major component of all other public 
involvement processes

• Can be implemented quickly

OUTREACH

Purpose:
Provide information

Methods:
Website

Fact Sheet
Press Release

Federal Register Notice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INSTRUCTOR INFORMATIONLesson: Public Involvement and Collaboration in Rule DevelopmentTopic: How Do We Involve the Public? ProcessesMethod: LectureDELIVERYExplain that outreach one-way communication.It is actually an important aspect of ALL of the other processes in the spectrum.Outreach can also be a stand alone process in some situations – where there is a well developed database, little controversy, or no real time to do any more intensive interaction.



Information Exchange
– Two-way transfer of information 

– Open invitation to all or focused on 
particular stakeholders 

– Obtain input from a wide range of 
interested parties

– Stakeholders can educate each other in 
addition to EPA

– Compile a knowledge base of the 
public’s interests, ideas and needs

– Better understand and consider issues 
related to a particular decision

– Not intended to build consensus or 
agreement

INFORMATION EXCHANGE

Purpose: 
Provide and exchange data, opinions 

and options

Methods:
Meetings with individuals 

Public meetings 
Workshops

Listening sessions
Availability sessions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INSTRUCTOR INFORMATIONLesson: Public Involvement in Rule DevelopmentTopic: How Do We Involve the Public? ProcessesMethod: LectureDELIVERYTell what Information Exchange is:  Two-way sharing of information between agency and the public.Note that when it comes to getting public input, IE is on one end of the public involvement spectrum (but more involving of the public than pure notice and comment because of exchange interaction).�Some key points about when to use IE:Share data, ideas, advice and concerns with the publicObtain input from a wide range of interested partiesCompile a knowledge base of the public’s interests, ideas and needsBetter understand and consider issues related to a particular decisionGive 3-4 key examples of IE activities:Public meetings or public hearingsListening sessionsFocus groupsInternet-based dialoguesAny caveats? Even if they use IE, should it be iterative? A Process rather than a single, near-the-end event?



Recommendations

– EPA interaction with stakeholder groups 
rather than general public

– Develop individual or group advice for EPA 
to consider when taking action

– Integrate technical or scientific information 
for improved decisions

– Reach understanding on data needs and/or 
policy options prior to EPA decision making

– Stimulate joint thinking to solve persistent 
problems

– Work through stakeholder concerns while 
reserving decision making authority

RECOMMENDATIONS

Purpose: 
Provide non-binding but 

influential advice or comments

Methods:
Advisory committees  

Scoping sessions
Policy dialogues

Task force
Joint fact finding 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INSTRUCTOR INFORMATIONLesson: Public Involvement in Rule DevelopmentTopic: How Do We Involve the Public? ProcessesMethod: LectureDELIVERYExplain the next process: “recommendations” – receiving recommendations from the public with respect to actions or decisions the agency is contemplating.Highlight key points about when to use recommendations:When EPA wants recommendations developed that it can consider when taking actionTo integrate technical or scientific information for improved decisionsTo reach agreements on data needs and/or policy options prior to decision-makingTo stimulate joint thinking to solve persistent problemsTo work through stakeholder concerns while reserving decision-making authority.Point out 3-4 key examples of Recommendation activities:Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) committeesExternal technical committees – not established by EPA – e.g., ones convened by the American Technical Society for Testing and MaterialsCitizens’ advisory groups or panelsNOTE:  Recommendations may involve consensus, or may involve counting up individual pros/cons



Agreements
– EPA and each stakeholder group commit to 

a decision on EPA action

– Involve stakeholders in developing creative 
solutions that they can “live with”

– Coordinate multiple agencies/levels of 
government in decision making to improve 
implementation

– Bring closure to decisions on proposals or 
issues where buy-in is needed from other 
parties

– Work out a mutually acceptable approach 
with parties who have the power to block or 
further implementation

– Achieve high degree of compliance by 
affected parties

AGREEMENTS 

Purpose:
Reach workable agreement or 

settlement 

Methods:
Negotiated rulemaking

Consensus permit
Settlement agreement

Consent Order
Statement of principles  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INSTRUCTOR INFORMATIONLesson: Public Involvement in Rule DevelopmentTopic: How Do We Involve the Public? ProcessesMethod: LectureDELIVERYExplain that an Agreement process entails gaining agreement to the action or decision.  That is, a group that includes the agency and other stakeholders works together until they find a solution that satisfies “interests”.In this type of process, the Agency in effect shares its decision making authority (at least partially).Agreement can look more like “consensus” - a package of items that all members of a group can support, but which may be defined as something less than 100% agreement (e.g., everyone has been heard, everyone can live with it).Provide examples of when to use agreement/consensus; to:Involve stakeholders in developing creative solutionsCoordinate multiple agencies/levels of government in decision making to improve implementationBring closure to decisions on proposals or issues where buy-in is needed from other partiesWork out a mutually acceptable approach with parties who have the power to block or further implementation (e.g., highly controversial situations)Achieve voluntary compliance by affected partiesHighlight 3-4 examples of types of agreement activities:Negotiated rulemaking committeesMemoranda of UnderstandingConsent Order



Stakeholder Action
– Regulation might not be the only or 

most appropriate solution
– Involve stakeholders in developing 

creative solutions that they will 
implement

– EPA provides leadership, resources 
and energy in solving a problem that it 
alone cannot solve. 

– Harness the energies of multiple 
parties to deal with different parts of 
the problem

– Achieve voluntary compliance by 
affected parties

STAKEHOLDER ACTION

Purpose:
Empower stakeholders to take 

action

Methods:
Industry Sector Initiatives

Voluntary Programs 
Watershed Collaboratives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INSTRUCTOR INFORMATIONLesson: Public Involvement and Collaboration in Rule DevelopmentTopic: How Do We Involve the Public? ProcessesMethod: LectureDELIVERYTell what Stakeholder Action is.Provide examples of when to use it as an involvement process.
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